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1.

Introduction

The Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route/Balmedie to Tipperty (AWPR/B-T) project is a major
transport infrastructure project currently under construction in the north-east of Scotland. The route
will comprise 58km of new road, and will promote a fundamental change in how the road network is
used in and around Aberdeen.
AECOM has been working collaboratively with the AWPR Construction Joint Venture (the CJV) team,
BEAR Scotland, Transport Scotland, Aberdeen City Council (ACC) and Aberdeenshire Council to take
forward an extensive road sign design programme, in line with the routing strategy that was agreed by
the local authorities in 2015.
Throughout 2016 and 2017, AECOM worked closely with ACC to prepare directional road signage
within Aberdeen City for the AWPR, ensuring that signs maximise the use of the new routing
opportunities afforded by the new link.
This paper sets out the process that has been followed by transport authorities to ready Aberdeen’s
roads for the AWPR/B-T. It includes:
• The scope of AECOM’s support to ACC to plan for this fundamental change in how people will
travel around the north-east of Scotland;
• An overview of the scheme, and the routing strategies to/from Aberdeen City and the AWPR/B-T;
and
• Key challenges associated with alteration of signs on the local road network in Aberdeen, including
the need to disseminate information to the future users of the route.
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2.

AWPR/B-T overview

The AWPR/B-T will comprise 58km of new
dual carriageway, split into four sections as
shown in Figure 1:
Balmedie to Tipperty: 12km from Blackdog
to Tipperty;
Northern Leg: 16.1km from North
Kingswells to Blackdog;
Southern Leg: 18.7km from Charleston to
North Kingswells; and
Fastlink: 11.5km from Stonehaven to
Cleanhill.
The project will have 11 variable message
signs (VMS) located in advance of the key
junctions / network decision points. These
will display strategic messages /
pictograms to motorists.
The project is being delivered by Transport
Scotland on behalf of the Scottish
Government and in partnership with ACC
and Aberdeenshire Council. Aberdeen
Roads Limited (ARL) was awarded the
contract to build the AWPR/B-T in
December 2014. ARL appointed its AWPR
Construction Joint Venture (the CJV) to
design and construct the 58km road.
Figure 1: AWPR/B-T sections (Source: Transport Scotland)
As part of the scheme, there will be a number of key changes to the road network in and around
Aberdeen as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

AWPR Stonehaven to Blackdog becomes the A90(T);
Anderson Drive and The Parkway (existing A90) are detrunked and become the A92;
The A96 from the Haudagain Roundabout to Craibstone is detrunked;
The A956 is extended from Charleston to Cleanhill as a trunk road;
The existing A90(T) from Stonehaven to Charleston becomes the A92(T); and
The existing A90(T) from Charleston to Bridge of Dee is detrunked and becomes the A92.
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The key changes to the road network are shown in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Key road network changes
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3. Scope of work
Two distinct packages of work formed the basis of AECOM’s support to ACC.

Package 1 – Review of proposed signs
as received by ACC from the
Construction Joint Venture (CJV)

Package 2 – Preparation of directional
road signage within Aberdeen City for
the AWPR

The scope of both packages is discussed below, with the work undertaken on Package 2 forming the
basis for the remainder of this paper.
Package 1 – Review of proposed signs for AWPR scheme
As noted above, Aberdeen Roads Limited was awarded the contract to build the AWPR/B-T in 2014,
subsequently appointing AWPR Construction Joint Venture (the CJV) to construct the road.
The CJV has been responsible for facilitating the design, construction and implementation of all trunkroad related signage required for the AWPR/B-T in consultation with the local authorities in the northeast.
All CJV signs were subject to detailed content checks. A key
task was to ensure that the signs reflected the agreed “Outto-In” signing strategy for the route developed by Council
Officers in 2015 by signing, from the AWPR mainline and
access junctions to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aberdeen Airport;
Aberdeen Royal Infirmary;
Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference (AECC);
Aberdeen Harbour;
University of Aberdeen;
The Robert Gordon University; and
Park & Ride sites at Bridge of Don (A92), Craibstone
(A96) and Kingswells (A944).

Following checks by AECOM and subsequent sign design
and content review by ACC and Aberdeenshire Council, the
conclusion of consultation certificates marked the end of the
sign design process. These indicated that the CJV signs for
the principal AWPR mainline sections and junctions had
received formal approval for construction (and
implementation).

Figure 3: Example of CJV sign at
Stonehaven North Junction

The work undertaken in Package 1 provided the framework for ACC to apply the AWPR signing
principles and agreed approaches to new trunk road design and content in the review of all road
signage in the local authority area (Package 2).
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Package 2 – Preparation of directional road signage within Aberdeen City for the AWPR
The principal objective of Package 2 was to undertake a blanket review of all directional road signage
in the ACC area, to assist in laying the foundations for identifying changes that would be required in
response to the AWPR/B-T. ACC commenced planning for this extensive exercise by cataloguing all
road signage in the city in the spring of 2014. In reviewing signs, cognisance was taken of the
Council’s aspiration to reduce the number of cross-city centre movements by making best use of new
routing opportunities that will be afforded by the new route. The review was also undertaken in the
context of the new Roads Hierarchy being implemented by Aberdeen City Council. A key element of
the hierarchy – which provides a policy context for future transport planning in the City that will
facilitate the identification of future transport projects after completion of the AWPR – involves the
establishment of a three zone City centre system based on promoting access to:
• City centre North;
• City centre West; and
• City centre South.
As part of the implementation of the AWPR Signing Strategy and subsequent City Signs Alterations,
AECOM adopted these principles and applied them to the routing/signing strategy within Aberdeen
City, directing traffic to each of these areas in accordance with the requirements of the hierarchy.
A set of guiding principles were employed to inform the work as follows:
• Signs will be reused where possible;
• Signs of poor condition will be replaced; and
• Sign x-height will be based on LTN 1/94.
The City Signs Alterations process involved a review of approximately 700 signs across Aberdeen. A
detailed sign design exercise, undertaken to ensure the technical feasibility of each sign proposal,
formed a key part of this task. This often generated further desktop work, including the need to carry
out wind analysis on replacement signs that were proposed to be larger following the alterations.
A detailed discussion of these elements is set out in the section below.
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4.

City Signs Alterations

The first stage of the City Signs Alterations task involved producing a series of GIS-based strategy
maps outlining preferred routing from outside the city (i.e. the “Out-to-In” signing strategy noted
above) to the agreed list of strategic destinations within the city and the reverse “In-to-Out”
movements from Aberdeen to the AWPR from inside the city – out via the key radial routes.

Figure 4: Example: Out-In
strategy for Aberdeen North
Figure 5: Example:
In-Out strategy for A92 (A90 South)
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These strategy plans formed the cornerstone for all subsequent city signs alterations, providing the
framework for assessing what content required to be communicated on signs which would be
changing.
To apply the strategy in the design of new signs, a route hierarchy approach was taken, based on the
principles detailed above. This provided a key resource for the task, by providing a checklist when
considering sign changes on:
• Radial routes (in to Aberdeen);
• Radial routes (out to the AWPR); and
• Orbital routes (i.e. Anderson Drive and the Parkway, forming the existing A90).

Figure 6: Sign content checklist
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With 700 signs to review, an innovative approach was required to manage the signing amendments
that would be necessary to reflect the preferred routing strategies to and from the AWPR. To facilitate
this, Aberdeen was split into 18 ‘cordons’ as shown in Figure 7. The names of each cordon are
detailed in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Aberdeen City signing cordons
Phase 1
Cordon 1
Cordon 2
Cordon 3
Cordon 4
Cordon 5
Cordon 6
Cordon 7
Cordon 8
Cordon 9
Cordon 10
Cordon 11
Phase 2
Cordon 12
Cordon 13
Cordon 14
Cordon 15
Phase 3
Cordon 16
Cordon 17
Cordon 18

Parkway
North Anderson Drive
South Anderson Drive
Great Southern Road / Stonehaven Road
A90 North
A96
Wellington Road
A947
A944
A93
Dyce Drive
Ellon Road
St Machar Drive
Holburn Street
Mounthooly
Berryden Corridor
Market Street
West North Street
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Figure 7: Aberdeen City signing cordons GIS database
Phase 1 was identified for initial action, reflecting the incorporation of road signs on existing trunk
roads within the city (the A90 and A96), and other principal radial routes between Aberdeen and the
AWPR (i.e. the A956, A947, A944 and A93).
Phases 2 and 3 typically incorporated signs on the approaches (and then within) Aberdeen City
centre. It was agreed that a lighter touch approach (in terms of overhauling content and introducing
any significant changes to vehicle routing via signage) would be adopted due to ongoing schemes
and future city centre projects that are anticipated to likely affect signage in these areas in the coming
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years.
For each cordon, a ‘Cordon Report’ was developed (see Figure 8). These included plans identifying
the extent of each cordon, information about each existing sign (with each assigned a unique
reference), and details relating to the requirements for any alterations and the associated ‘action
required’. Actions included:
•
•
•
•
•

New sign in existing location;
New sign in new location;
Patch required (i.e. retention of existing sign but amendment to an arm of a junction or piece of
directional information not necessitating full sign replacement);
Remove sign; or
No changes required.

The action required was dependent on the scale of the amendment required. For example, the
majority of signs on existing trunk roads required complete replacement and therefore a new sign in
existing location action, to account for the colour change from green to white associated with the
future detrunking of the road post-AWPR/B-T completion. Changes to content of signs involved
extensive internal discussion and subsequent consultation with the client team at ACC on a regular
basis.

Figure 8: Example of cordon report
Following agreement on the changes required, signs were designed using KeySIGN. KeySIGN
produced measurements for the new sign, or patch based on an assigned x-height. X-heights were
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determined using recommendations set out in LTN 1/94, with subsequent on-site verification to
ascertain the x-height used on existing signs. For new signs in existing locations, new signs in new
locations and patches, separate drawings were created that will ultimately form part of the tender
package (for sign preparation and installation) issued by ACC. In addition, drawings were produced to
show an approximate location for the new signs in new locations, and to show locations where
signs are to be removed (see Figure 9).

Figure 9: Extract of a drawing for signs to be removed in Cordon 1
Additionally, site visits were carried out for signs where the action was new sign in existing location,
new sign in new location, and patch required. The purpose of these was to verify that what had
been designed at the desktop stage was viable (in implementation terms) on site. For each action, a
different process was followed during the site visit:
•

•

•

The site visits for new signs in existing locations incorporated a range of measurements
including the existing x-height; distance to the carriageway; distance to footways where
appropriate; and any other issues specific to each sign location (e.g. overgrown vegetation).
For new signs in new locations, site visits were carried out at each location where a new sign
was proposed. This was to ensure that the location proposed offered suitable visibility to
oncoming traffic and to highlight any safety concerns.
For the patch required action, measurements were taken to show the maximum and minimum
size that the patch could be in order to fit in its desired position on the existing sign face.

These on-site verifications allowed the design of these signs to be finalised. For all new signs in new
locations, a wind loading exercise was carried out to determine the posts and foundations required to
support the size of the sign. This process was also carried out on new signs in existing locations
where the size of the new sign was greater than that of the existing.
The final stage in the City Signs Alterations process was to collate sign schedules showing all the
relevant information for each unique sign reference. This provided consistency with the approach
taken by the CJV, and provides a detailed one-stop database of all signs catalogued in the Aberdeen
City area as part of the alterations.
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Table 2 below provides a summary of the type of alterations agreed, with the number of signs
indicated per type of action, together with an example.
Table 2: City Signs Alterations summary
Action Required

Number

No changes required

81

Patch required

93

New sign in existing location

237

New poles required

79

Example
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Action Required

Number

New sign in new location

34

Remove sign

80

Remove lighting

15

Example
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5.

Key challenges

Scale of task
The AWPR/B-T has required an unprecedented level of strategic traffic planning in the north-east of
Scotland. In Aberdeen itself, the City Signs Alterations task has been intensive, and reflective of the
need to have a signing strategy in place that promotes a step-change in how people will move around
post-AWPR. The City Signs Alterations are a legacy project for the Aberdeen roads network.
Sign design and content challenges
Over the course of the main AWPR mainline sign design work (Package 1), extensive debate was
held between ACC, Aberdeenshire Council and the CJV relating to how best to communicate the
signing strategy requirements in the relatively restricted Land Made Available (LMA) for the scheme,
and the physical restrictions on the sign faces themselves.
Abbreviating key destination words such as North to (N) and grouping destinations accessed from the
same junctions on one line, linked by a comma (i.e. AECC, airport) were the result of extensive
discussions and consultation.
The time and effort to agree these changes had implications for the City Signs Alterations within
Aberdeen as any revised iterations to the CJV signs had to be cascaded through to the proposed
changes along the Aberdeen City cordons. This required additional time by AECOM to ensure there
will be consistency between what a motorist sees on a sign within the city, and what they then see as
they approach the AWPR access junction.
Strong partnership working between AECOM, ACC and the wider partners ensured consistency
between the final CJV sign designs and the forthcoming changes to the signs on the Aberdeen City
network.
Wider delivery timescales
The City Signs Alterations has been a time-pressured exercise, being undertaken against the
timescales associated with the completion of the AWPR/B-T project.
Clearly, the new signing strategy in Aberdeen will take time to implement. There will require to be a
robust approach to sign implementation across the city cordons, which is currently under
consideration by ACC.
Ongoing city considerations
Aberdeen is the subject of a detailed City Centre Masterplan (CCMP) which sets out a regeneration
strategy over the next 25 years. Inherent to the principles of the CCMP is the concept of a city
permeable to pedestrians and sustainable modes of transport, and a “living city for everyone” – part of
aspirations to bring 3,000 new residents to the City centre over the lifespan of the CCMP. With future
projects likely to change how people access and traverse Aberdeen City centre, the decision was
taken to undertake a lighter touch approach to City Signs Alterations in the Phase 3 cordons (as
described above). However, in preparing the Phase 3 cordons for the AWPR, there was still a
considerable challenge to ensure that signs in the heart of Aberdeen City centre continue to direct
motorists appropriately (without contravening the AWPR routing strategy), while retaining a degree of
future proofing for transport planning in the coming years.
The need to disseminate information to the future users of the route
The AWPR will enable a fundamental change in how people use the transport network in the northeast. As with any new road scheme, but particularly one as extensive as the AWPR, a robust
communication strategy will be required to educate users on route choice, the most efficient ways to
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access and egress the AWPR along radial routes into the City centre, and information relating to road
name changes. There is a considerable degree of importance in “catching” people at an early stage to
promote travel habits that become habitual once the route is open to traffic.
6.

Summary

This paper has set out the scope of work associated with signing the Aberdeen Western Peripheral
Route/Balmedie-Tipperty. The signing work undertaken by ACC, Aberdeenshire Council, the CJV,
BEAR Scotland and Transport Scotland over the last 2 ½ years has laid the foundations for the
AWPR to fundamentally change how people travel in north-east Scotland.
The robustness of the signing strategy will provide a lasting legacy for the region.
7.
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